
gen  IdDUL  11acltil  wie  vur  Neir  gerinyg  roraerungen  warelt  1H1CILL  CrLulLt  WOOL  UUTIL,
aum  tuber  das  Polizeiwesen  oder
Stufen  der  Verwaltung  hinaus.

ringerem  Ausmalle,  erweitert  worden,  und
1964  haben  in  Lourenco  Marques  und  in

a  )  ~~  Luanda  die  beiden  ersten  portugiesischen
1t  iiber  neunzig  Prozent  der  Ein-  «Unwersitateny  auf  afrikanischem  Boden  ihre  keiten  zwischen  der  sogenannten  Volksunion
ind  Analphabeten,  und  die  Zahl  Tore  gedffnet.  Den  Bediirfnissen  der  Ueher-  Angolas  (UPA)  dolden  Robertos  und  der
arzen,  die  gelaufig  Portugiesisch  seeterritoric  ‘n_entsprechend,  stehen  den  je  von  Agostinho  Neto  gegriindeten  Volks-irfte  nur  knapp  liber  J  enem  in  m  ngolas  (MPLA)

fey  dissidenter
amthevolkerportugiesischg  riche  mit  denis  der  grofite  §  er  bisherige  Mif3-rT  auch  die  ngola  die  ohne-dten,  konnepgidé  |  :  :  hwarzen  Natio-
auf  einer  Plz  oder  als  IE  SL  AN  MRS  :  SIE  l=  :  ati  2toraraben  hat.  Mit
beiter  in  Industrie-,  Handels-  oder  falls  nach  Luanda  ode
nternehmen  einen  relativ  beschei-  verlegt  werden  soll.denst  finden.  |

‘arques  Shnlichy  Se  ceiten  hat  auch  die  von
|  Dr.  ¥/  ne  geleitete  Front  fir  die  Be-

fre  ~  Mocambique  (FRELIMO)  7u

k7  %,  '  sie  in  ihrem  Hauptquartier
lie  Unterstiitzung  rotchine-

immer  wieder  darauf  aufmerksam  vwandlunger
B  hohere  Lohne  fiir  die  Schwarzen  Kher

wm  Ansporn  zu  vermehrter  oder  gind  ©  20%  :  yo
*  Arbeit  darstellen;  denn  die  Mehr-  ee  «©  ZOO  geo  2°  sy  5%,  n  der  meisten  schwar-
1gelsorenen  hat  konstante,  traditic  SS  ©  5?  Sse  of  c  ox  2  _kaum  geleugnetete  Bedurfnisse,  die  zudem  dv’  3"  6  ob  we  savention  hy  y,  Sestrebungen  mit
sind;  ist  es  ihnen  ‘mogliel  XS  o.  oo°  o  ErOS  0p  Zit  Bitte  wan  Vx  -  Welt  rechnen

lshnung  rascher  jens  °  ae  RSA  a>  De  gore  Angriffen  %  4  so  hat  ander-lie  ihnen  zur  Bef  S  «oO  et  bs  Vi  ott  2  seits  rtugiesen  denenugt,  so  ziet  \  ot  co,  os  e  [ok  Maser,  BOE  Bin  schwa  é  or  roten  Ter-
id  ie  :  ¥  \  o®°  Os  ©  55  er?  EY  hati  reichte  je-  ay  atifizieren.  Die  regeor  é  2°  2  ged  *hternationalen  Arbeitsamt  seranda.  die  in  allen
Abge  oe  2  Zo  oe  ge  gegen  Portugal  ein,  dj  kommunis,  “a,  oozen  -  >  We’  co  \e  J  TR  go  8  2a  a  Stammessr>  FS  ~  Mocambiques|  Re  ae  ©  ade  “9°  0  of  die  Regierung  Salazar  die  i  (  =  “~¢  hinzo-
Sta  »°  FR,  02°  qe  Ton  dieser  Konvention  nicht  ein-  day.  so  TEN  rr
es  LF  CRICTRE  Sager  2  "neutrale  Kommission,  die  -  Satur  2  o
Kine]  +  oe  oO  ae®  ae  Se:  1alen  Arbeitsamt  —-  pU  uLb  d-ario  «oe  2  ed  eV  YW  Situation  “nach  NA  AM  -  Re  =  naid  2°  \  30°  &  0  oo"  «tsandt  xara  inst  tH  ow?igenbedar  av  a  0  0  ©  a  v  aged  on  -che  Eingeb.  0%"  ot  ©  the  Wb  AngSe  Ceas®  the  nal  umg  nachgeh  Qe  neat  AR,  |  n  gril  ny  Soder  Kopfsten  g  bee  maelb  :  h  he  Y  reeM  ort?  ths.  hee  und  MM  is  xX  n  AQ  mo  B  g  up  ry
es  zutriff  §  Hy  i  rss  m  th  for  |  ch  go  Northet™  wal
then  Afr.  terr©  |  mon  :  i  ot  mu  t  karly  HosY
rung  ken  100  y  there  gs  1  pues  \a  Mite  (mos
Untersehi  after  \1eve  191%  Na  Nampt  Ww.  WE  auf  hirhnheiten  1  .  urch  die.  Rovoltenr)  un  ho  N  s
B  je  FL  ney  S  Jnowd  =  prised  ghestorey  \  erriittet  worden)  iiberwieo  12)  {ew  \  ayned,  g  |  \n  Angolas,  woMm  Uberwiege  fend  ock.  is  ryt”  -  Q  1)  v  sind,  unter-reilen  Bevol  po  nis  w  3  ists  eN  es  1962  die  Teh  efi
es  ein  tiefer  1  did  v  jus  ust  O°  qastind  i  3  ie  1961  in
Graben,  der  |  Tours  here  moke  =  _wnmen  Jur.  0  \  r  Riickkehrm  von  «Apart  0  zur  vollkommen.  7h  |  orene,  die
a  hs  cass  2sSOM  =  Stel-  tion  a,  df  dieenn  auc  vm  =chern  als  die  me.n  so  pathetisch  1
onaren  Rassenin’  opr  i  ETN  nmialistischen  Pr  lug  al  =  AW)n  unbeirrt  auf  ‘  For  \  l  |ausgerichtet  wr  inl  GAL  Lishop,ite,” 1  ;  5
ileus  Bezieht  sa”  disable  o  Seryi.s  Yteng  fecru;
Jahren  offent  Yar  effort  M'Vices  Persone  pi  5  beliey,r

“cute  den  Kin-
.  ernsthaft  bestrebt

.ialherrsehaft  in  dem
_egriff  seit  hundert  Jahren

~or  well3-schwarzen  Partner-
T*~  unnachgiebige  Hal-

ed  >r  Entkoloniali-m  /darauf,  die  pols-eingetreten.  I.  Alricap,  in  00  but  bys;  pr
mten,  teils  bereits  SIE  rite  2  ort.  her  §4nha  su  ©  Aton;  0  Cally  a  ous  Proy;,  en  I  Territorien  auf-die  auf  eine  Ueberbriicl  st  halsén  :  Lo  :  liskutabel  zu  be-
erschiede  zwischen  Schyg  1)  lumens  retin  ica  AD  1  oft  bn  sg  RAC  Dogue.  ;  Suned  0zap,  I  "Aspekten  der

elen,  stehen  der  stark  bescl  40  NI  a  3  cl  lich  Bon  Bey  BE  B14  os  N  Olly  Ireegot  /  t  die  portugie-staatlichen’  Schulwesens  3  Be  BR  LB  Senelmundgdn  so  SCL  has  18K  ‘new  ssen  durchaus  ent-
min  der  ArbeitsgesetZSEh  IN  Spm_s  bony  IP  ahn.  und  den.  Hafenoese  eoell  _wobel  auch  neutrale  Beobachter  her-
m  Angola  noch  1960  sha  fte  ne  ypHige  arhild  vor:  Me  Prasenz  Portugsls  in
nder,  das  heiflt  weniger  als  ein  getrieben.  Die  theisten  dieser  Firmen  besitzen  Afrika  ein  Verhiltnis  wechselseitizen  Nutzens
r  Bex.  olkerung  im  schulpflichtigen  eigene  Spitiler,  Betriebskantinen  und  Frei-  fir  beide  Partner  schafft,  dessen  Vorteile  vor-
staatlichen  Primarunterricht  ge-  geitzentren;  zudem  werden  immer  mehr  Arbei-  laufig  fir  die  Schwarzen  durch  ein  unabhén-

mten  bereits  1962  insgesamt  2900  tergiedlungen  mit  Schulen  und  Kindergarten  giges  Angola  oder  Mocambique  kaum  erreicht,
r  300000  Schiller  aufnehmen.  Im  ge}  aut,  geschweige  denn  tubertroffen  werden  komnten.
Jahr  sollen  nach  offiziellen  Schdt-  Schwarzer  Nationalismus  Es  liegt  aber  auf  der  Hand.  daf}  die  ein-
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e  dt  xof  y  ©

One  year  passed;  a  new  one  begun.  What,  in  1967  were  the
important  developments  in  the  struggle  of  the  llozambican
people  against  Portuguese  colonialism?  What  are  the  pros-
pects  for  PRELIIIO  in  19689

In  1966the  nilitary  situation  was  to  some  extent  stabilised:
the  Portuguese  army  had  lost  the  initiative  and  stayed  in-
side  fortified  posts  whichthey  rarely  left.  Their  supplies,
in  most  cases,  were  brought  by  air.  Our  own  shortage  of
heavy  arms  prevented  us  from  attacking  the  Portuguese  bases
successfully  so  that,  as  a  rule,  our  forces  had  to  wait
for  the  Portuguese  to  leave  their  posts  before  attacking
them,

What  had  to  be  done  as  the  next  step  was  to  increase  the
strength  of  the  Liberation  Torces,  consolidate  the
liberated  and  semi-liberated  regions  and  wipe  out  all
traces  of  colonial  occupation  in  these  regions.  This
involved  a  general  canpaign  to  intensify  popular  riobi-
lisation,

It  was  in  this  direction  that  we  steered  our  activities  in
1967.  The  principal  ways  we  used  were  :-—

1  «  The  restructuring  of  the  provincial  politico-
military  organ  with  which,  through  its  branches,
the  political  comissariat  now  directly  engages
the  population,  This  comissariat  has  a  wide
range  oil  responsibilities,  from  raising  the
morale  of  the  fighting  forces  to  organising
production  and  forning  militia  groups  and  womens!
detachments,

2  =  The  creation  of  new  artillery  units:  these
have  already  brought  about  the  destruction  of
various  enemy  fortified  camps  while  such  actions,
in  their  turn  have  had  an  extremely  important
political  effect  in  reinforcing  the  morale  ami
increasing  the  enthusiasm  of  the  population.
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3  =  The  creation  of  units  equipped  with  anti-
aircraft  guns  -  which  have  had  the  sane  kind
of  political-military  repercussions  and  also,
on  the  practical  level,  by  protecting  the
population  sgainst  air-raids,  has  stimulated
production,  That  is  apart  from  guaranteeing
a  nore  effective  defence  for  our  bases.

4  =  The  creation  of  conditions  of  self-reliance  for
the  fighting  forces  :  each  detachment  cultivates
its  own  shamba,

5  «  The  opening  of  new  training  camps  in  the
liberated  areas,  Stimulated  by  the  victories
of  our  forcesy  young  people  from  the  villages
(boys  and  girls)  ask,  in  ever  increasing  numbers
to  be  absorbed  into  our  forces,  In  this  way  the
number  of  FRELIIO  troops  increased  remarkably
in  1967.  (In  this  field,  however,  we  arc  up
against  a  major  difficulty  in  that  the  human
element  increases  at  a  much  greater  rate  than
the  material:  we  are  not  able  to  arm  all  thetroops).

These  and  other  measures  enabled  us  to  open  up  new  zones  of
guerrilla  warfarein  1967,  Those  which  had  already  existed
in  previous  years  were  consolidated,  As  a  result  of  our
increased  offensive  capacity,  the  enemy  was  forced  to
abandon  many  zones  -  and  this  allowed  us  to  consolidate
our  positions,  while  the  population  remaining  in  enemy
zones  was  able  to  move  to  liberated  zones  ~  more  human

material  for  the  revolution,

One  important  element  was  the  creation  of  large  detachments
of  women:  in  1967  the  lozambican  woman  emerged  ta  play
a  very  important  part  in  the  struggle:  her  mobilisation
work  among  the  population  was  truely  remarkable,  At  the
same  time,  participation  in  the  struggle  has  emancipated
her  and  given  her  new  perspectives:  for  example,  in
Marrupa  zone,  Niassa  Province,  the  women  used  to  live
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completely  shut  up  in  their  tiny  domestic  world.  It  is
usual  in  that  society  for  women  to  marry  extremely  young
(sometimes  even  at  the  age  of  10)  and  to  remain  enclosed
in  their  little  narrow  world  with  no  chance  to  free
themselves  from  it.  Today  they  are  the  most  active
women  in  the  revolution,  offering  to  go  and  fight  in  other
zones,

Noteverytiiin  however,  ig  easv  in  the  Revolution.  Majorgs  9
difficuties  confront  us.  For  the  most  part  these  Aiffi-
culties  are  intimately  connected  with  the  development
of  the  stru  gle  itself.  The  shortage  of  foods,  medicine
and  clothing,  for  example:  this  results  from  the  eli-
mination  of  Portusjuese  occupation  in  the  liberated  areas,
Commercial  activity,  which  had  been  the  monopoly  of  the
settlers  compl:  tely  disappeared  depriving  the  people  of
products  essential  tc  their  livelihood.  FRELIMO  had  to

“work  out  ways  of  resolving  this  problem.  In  one  way
these  difficulties  act  as  a  stimulus  to  the  continuance
of  the  struggl-  since  they  are  a  proof  of  our  progress.

There  are  other  difficulties  of  a  different  nature  arising
from  mistakes  on  our  part.  Thus,  in  the  past  our  mobi-
lisation  work  aiong  the  people  has  revealed  a  number  of
deficiencies.  Therc  is  a  case  of  a  zone  in  Niassa  where
the  people  failed  to  realise  the  necessity  for  a  prolonged
war,  When  the  difficulties  grew  these  people  were  unable
to  face  them  and  flied  to  neighbouring  countries.  In  1965
certain  sectors  of  the  population  were  failing  to  take
the  initiative  and  were  waiting  for  all  the  problems  =~
food,  ‘clothing,  defence,  -  to  be  solved  by  TFTRELIMO.  They
waited  passively  and  when  the  solution  was  slow  to  arrive
reacted  negatively,

All  these  weaknesses  in  our  previous  mobilisation  campalgns
have  been  corrected.  In  1967,  our  pcople  became  fully
conscious  of  the  need  for  a  prolonged  war  and  are  psycho-
logically  and  materially  prepared  to  face  it.  lMany  of
those  who  fled,  encouraged  by  the  example  of  those  who
remained,  and  seeing  that  now  living  conditions  in  the
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liberated  areas  are  much  better  than  in  the  refugee  camps
or  in  the  barbed  wire  villages  of  the  Portuguese,  have
returned  and  are  taking  part  in  the  struggle.  The  people
have  gahed  new  enthusiasm,  they  protect  themselves  with
helr  own  defences  within  the  structure  of  FRELIMO  and

are  increasing  production,  learning  how  to  produce  soap,
exchanging  agricultural  products  for  salt,  with  the  people
onthe  coasts  All  our  people  now  think  of  the  struggle  as
their  own  and  join  in  with  enthusiasn.,

Another  important  event  of  1967  was  the  Meeting  of  Cadres
from  the  provinces  of  Niassa,  Cabo  Delgado  and  Tete,  in
August  at  the  central  Cabo  Delgado  base.  At  this  meeting
the  whole  course  of  the  armed  struggle  in  Mozambique  was
reviewed  and  self-criticism  took  place  concerning  all  the
past  work,

Also  in  August,  1967,  a  Yugoslavian  cameraman  was  in  Mozambique

To

in  the  liberated  zones,  on  tiie  invitation  of  FRELINMO  and
made  a  film  about  our  activities.  He  was  able  to  confirm
that  in  the  zones  under  our  control,  conditions  of  almost
complete  safety  reign;  the  only  danger,  and  even  this
is  very  remote,  is  from  the  air-raids.

sum  up,  we  can  say  that  in  1967  our  military  strength  grew,
as  the  peoplets  entausiasm  and  will  to  fight.  There  is  a
state  of  perfect  co-operation  between  the  guerrillas  and
the  people.  The  guerrillas  are  increasingly  gaining  the

initiative,  the  masses  are  developing  production,  helping
the  fighting  force,  militias  are  being  organised  in  new
zones  =~  in  short,  the  people's  war  is  following  its  course
and  in  1968  will  be  extended  into  new  regions,
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New  Year  Message

From  the  President  of  FRELIMO

To  the  FRELIMO  Militants,

Fighters  and  Militants  of  FRELIIIO,
Comrades.

-  This  is  the  time  when,  every  year  we  traditionally
wish  each  other  HAPPY  NEW  YEAR  and,  like  the  members  of
a  united  family  cogratulate  each  other  on  our  successes,
analyse  our  mistakes  and  resolve  to  do  more  and  better
in  the  coming  new  year,

~  Sometimes,  and  this  is  almost  always  how  it  is,  we
look  forward  to  the  new  year  as  something  mysterious  and
full  of  promise.  But  we  must  be  realistic  because  we  arerevolutionaries.

When  millet  sprouts  up  in  our  shambas  it  is  because
we  had  previously  prepared  the  ground  and  watered  the  seed
with  the  sweat  of  our  own  work.  It  is  always  the  result
of  our  own  work;  the  future  is  always  built  on  the  every
day  work  of  our  hands  and  minds.

Comrades!

Last  year  our  struggle  brought  important  successes:
we  consolidated  our  politicoemilitary  position  by  moving
into  attack  and  destroying  the  enemy  in  his  own  bases,  by
taking  the  initiative  in  battle,  by  putting  Him  on  the
defensive,  Further  more,  the  economic  and  social  situation
in  the  zones  under  our  control,  although  still  leaving  much
to  be  done,  shows  noticeable  improvements.

We  must  say,  because  this  is  the  truth,  that  it  1s
thanks  to  our  armed  struggle,  that  it  is  thanks  to  our
bartles,  that  the  people  are  living  better.

There  are  some  people  who  hypocritically  pretend  to
bewail  the  peoples  sufferings  caused  by  the  war.  The
colonialisvs  do  this,  and  they  do  it  in  order  to  convince
the  people  that  they  should  not  fight.  Now  this  is  a  lie.
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Why?  Let  us  sez  wily:  since  when  in  our  land,  was  forced
labour  which  made  our  many  people  suffer  so,  been  brought
to  an  end?  Since  waen,  in  our  land,  were  schools  started,
open  to  the  children  of  Africans?  Since  when,  in  our  land
have  people  been  vaccinated  against  desease?  Since  when,
in  our  land  has  th2  power  of  companies  like  SAGAL  which
used  to  rob  the  people,  been  ended?  Since  when,  in  our
land,  the  palmatorias,  "Chefes  de  posto"  and  all  those
things  which  served  %o  oppress,  imprison  and  torture  the
peoplg,  since  wher  has  an  end  been  put  to  all  these?
Since  when  in  our  land  have  peasants  been  helped  to  form
co-operatives  whore  they  work  freely,  without  being  ex-
ploited,  where  they  are  helped  to  produce  more  and  better
crops  for  the  pechlefs  own  benzfit?  Since  when  has  there
been  any  commerce  in  our  land  which  did  not  serve  to  rob
and  deceive  people?

All  this  ha:pened  and  nuch  more  will  follow,  because  we
are  fighting  because  we  are  defeating  the  colonial  army,  be-
cause  we  are  cestiroying  the  machinery  of  oppression,  which
is  the  Colonialist  Stete,  because  we  are  crushing  the  power
of  the  big  conpanics,  of  the  rich,  of  all  those  who  lived  off
the  work  of  tlie  people,  All  this  has  come  about  because  we
are  fighting,  bec:use  we  are  creating  a  people's  power,

We  still  have  difficulties  to  face,  colonialist  planes
come  to  bomb  sur  -.ambas,  cur  townships,  our  schools,  our
hospitals.  Th:  Colcnimlists  wart  to  sabotage  our  economy
and  to  do  this  try  to  destroy  commerce.  This  is  why  we
are  often  without  coap,  without  matches,  without  clothes  and
many  other  things,

But,  comr:zdes,  we  must  always  remember  that  these
difficulties  are  5.ight  in  comparison  with  what  we  were
suffering  before  Ve  must  remember  that  our  brothers  who
are  living  in  the  nones  still  xuled  by  the  colonialists,
are  suffering  tae  exploitation  of  the  big  companies,  are
humiliated  by  the  rc  ttlers,  are  imprisoned,  sold  and
tortured,  This  is  the  truth.  T¥  a  man  who  has  no  house
and  sleeps  out  ir  “he  rain  later  starts  to  build  a  house  and
one  day,  when  tle  walls  a»  beginning  to  go  up,  astranger
passes  by  he  will.  say:  look,  that  man  doesn't  have  a  house.
But  the  truth  is  “hat,  although  that  man  now  doesn't  have  a
house,  he  will  have  one,  because  he  is  building  it  and  the
house  is  half  finished,  The  house  we  are  building  is  the
INDEPENDENCE  of  our  country,  This  house  is  not  yet  finished;
it  is  incomplete  because  only  a  part  of  Mozambique  has  been
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liberated,  The  house  will  only  be  finished  when  all
llozambicue  is  free  and  independent.  We  must  therefore
go  on  building  and  that  means  we  must  go  on  fighting.  If
we  don't  build  the  house,  or  if  we  don't  finish  it,  we  will
‘always  have  “0  sleep  out  in  the  rain,  we  will  never  gain  our
independence,  never  be  free,

Comrades,
Pighters  and  militants  of  FRELIMOI!

The  Central  Committee  of  FRELIIO  congratulates  you  on
great  successes  you  have  achieved  and  urges  you  tc  go  on
reinforcing  the  political  work  by  intensifying  the  fighting
and  continuing  to  liberate  the  country.

And,  at  this  time  let  us  think  of  our  comrades  and
brothers  who,  in  Angola,  in  Guinea-Bissao,  in  Vietnam,  in
Bolivia,  in  Venezuela,  in  Palestine,  our  brothers  and
comrades,  who  wherever  there  is  oppression,  are  fighting
like  we  are,  and  who,  because  they  are  fighting  help  usy
just  as  we,  by  fighting,  help  them.  Let  us  wish  them  many
victories.

Let  us  also  wish  many  victories  to  the  African  countries
who  are  fighting  imperialism  and  support  our  struggle.  Let
us  wish  many  victories  to  our  comrades  and  brothers  in
Tanzania,  Algeria,  the  UsAeRe  and  Zambia,  who  are  foremost
in  their  support  of  our  struggle  and  who  arc  consolidating
their  own  national  independence,

Let  us  wish  great  victories  to  our  comrades  and  brothers
who,  in  the  socialist  countries  are  building  up  the  hope  of
mankind  and  who  give  us  so  much  help  because  they  are  our
natural  allies,

|  Let  us  wish  victories  also  to  the  Portuguese  people  in
their  battle  against  Salazar  and  the  colonial  war,  let  us
wish  victories  to  all  the  progressive  forces  in  the  capitalist
countries  who,  although  they  are  struggling  against  many
difficulties,  demonstrate  their  solidarity  with  us,

lay  the  year  1968  bear  witness  to  our  great  work  and
through  this,  to  many  victories!  Ilay  the  year  1968  be  a
year  of  great  victories  for  the  Mozambican  people  and  FRELIMO,
for  the  people  of  Angola  and  MPLA,  for  the  people  of  Guinea
and  Cato  Verde  and  the  PAIGC,  for  the  Vietnamese  people  in
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the  North  and  in  the  South,  for  the  FLN,  for  all  the.
fighting  forces  in  the  world,  all  the  progressive  forcesin  the  world,  |
LONG  LIVE  THE  UNIT:ID  MOZAMBICAN  PZOPLE

LONG  LIVE  THE  1LOZAIIBICAN  REVOLUTION

LONG  LIVE  FRELIMO

INDEPENDENCE  OR  DEATH  -  WE  SHALL  WIN,
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FRELIMO
‘MOZAMBIQUE  LIBERATION  FRONT

0  wits

Bases,  nilitary  vehicles,  naval  boats,  a  railway:
these.  have  been  the  strategic  targets  of  FRELIMOS
campaign  during  the  last  months  of  1967.  The  of-
fensive  is  having  its  results.  The  Portuguese  are
finding  it  increasingly  difficult  to  man  their  iso-
lated  bases  in  the  semi~liberated  areas.  Meanwhile
the  fighting  is  spreading  steadily  into  new  regions.

CABO  DELGADO

Between  the  3rd  and  the  17th  October,  five  operations
took  place  in  which  50  Portuguese  soldiers  were  killed,  3
lorries  were  destroyed  in  ambushes  and  several  more  when
parked  in  their  own  base,  2  bases  were  attacked.

On  the  7th  October  a  FRELIMO  artillery  unit  attacked  the
enemy  post  of  MUTAMBA  DOS  MACONDES,  The  houses  where  the
privates  and  the  officers  slept  were.  destroyed.

On  the  17th  October,  FRELIMO  artillery  forces  attacked
the  post  of  NANGADE,  destroying  the  military  headquarters
and  amny  of  the  vehicles  which  were  stationed  there.  In
this  attack,  18  enemy  soldiers  were  killed  and  14  were
wounded.

NIASSA  PROVINCE
(EASTERN,  WESTERN  AND  SOUTHERN  MILITARY  REGIONS)

Between  the  10th  November  and  the  21st  December
91  Portuguese  soldiers  were  killed,  10  lorries
and  2  naval  boats  were  destroyed,  a  train  was
blown  up  destroying  a  section  of  the  track  and2  bases  were  attacked.  |
On  the  23rd  November  artillery  and  infantry  forces  of

PRELIMO  attacked  the  enemy  camp  of  LUNHO,  12  kms,  from  NOVO
COIMBRA,  The  camp  consisted  of  17  houses  of  the  mobile
engineering  unit,  protected  by  a  big  wall.  As  a  result  of
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our  attack,  launched  with  mortars,  bazookas,  grenades  and
machine  guns,  15  houses  were  destroyed  and  more  than  25
enemy  soldiers  put  out  of  actione  Before  the  attack  our
forces  had  mined  the  road  leading  to  Nova  Coimbra,  foreseeing
that  reinforcements  would  be  sent  by  the  Portuguese.  Some
time  after  the  attack,  in  fact,  2  lorries  carrying  enemy
troops  and  coming  from  Nova  Coimbra  touched  off  the  mines
and  were  destroyed,  The  enemy  abandoned  the  camp,

On  the  12th  December,  1967,  our  artillery  forces  bom-
barded  the  post  of  COBUE  near  LAKE  NIASSA,  Five  houses  were
destroyed  and  also  2  small  boats  belonging  to  the  Portuguese
navy,  which  were  at  anchor  there.  At  least  20  enemy  soldierswere  wiped  outs  |  |

In  the  execution  of  FRELIMO's  programme  for  cutting
Portuguese  strategic  lines  of  communication  and  disrupting
their  economy,  our  guerrillas  mined  the  Catur  railway  line,

On  the  21st  December  a  train  carrying  Portuguese  troops
from  NOVA  FREIXO  to  CATUR  touched  off  the  mines,  near  Catur
stations  The  engine  was  completely  destryed  and  also  a
considerable  length  of  track.  Twenty-two  wagons  were
derailed  and  badly  damaged.  Dozens  of  enemy  soldiers  were
killed  or  wounded.

FPORTUGLUUE  SE  HDMIT

[OS  SES

The  development  of  our  struggle,  the  success  of  our  combats
are  confirmed  by  the  colonialist  authorities  themselves,
In  January,  1968,  the  information  services  of  the  Portu-
suese  armed  forces  announced  a  total  of  28  troops  killed  in
combat,  in  the  North  of  Mozambique,  Their  ranks  and  names
are:
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2  January:

Privates

3  January:

Corporal

Privates

4  January:

Sub-Lieutenant

Corporal

Private

20  January:

Corporal

Privates

22  January:

Privates

23  January:

Corporal
Privates

24  January:

Corporal

Privates

25  January:

Puppet  Soldiers

13996/66  ~  Jose  Ferreira  Pereira
16656/66  ~  Francisco  Sales  Branguinho
278/67  -  Daniel  Pinto  De  Azevedo
216/66  -  Jose  Manuel  Malta
72082/67  -  "Machaire  Caetano

72004/66  ~  Armando  Ilalopes  Loureiro

88519/66  -  Alfredo  Antonio  Canhoto  Sequeiro

18917/66  -~  Armindo  Ratinho  Farinha
13111/66  =  Elisiario  llerindao  Penedo
24101/65  =~  Carlos  Alberto  Viegas

Gaspar  Fernando  Peixoto

89570/66  =~  Manuel  Jacinto  Matos

184/64  ~  Manuel  Quivana

02041/66  -  Fernando  Borges  Anjos
01991/66  ~  Alfredo  lartins  -
02256/66  ~  Joaquim  Ferreira  lMagalhae

08243%4/66  ~  Jose  Rodrigues  Gomes
077767/67  -  Antonio  Fernandes  Alves

84/67  -  HManuel.Moreira  Barbosa
80647/67  «  Carlos  Alberto  Ferro:

oilva  Vicente.

74260/66  ~  Joaguim  Abreu  Almeida

019299/66  ~  Jose  Madeira  Heitor
034576/67  -  Joaquim  Noguera  |
70432/66  ~  Ternando  Augusto  Silva
71081L/66  ~  Antonio  Amorim

Dlae  Jamal
llahala  Abujade
Sacala  Buraimo
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Obviously,  when  the  Portuguese  who  deny  that  state  of  war
in  Mozambique,  are  forced  to  declare  that  28  of  their
soldiers  were  killed  in  2ction,  that  means  that  thelr  real
losses  are  much  higher.

Their  announcement  is  in  accordance  with  FRELIIIO!'s  order  of
the  day  to  its  militants:  to  intensify  yet  again  the  struggle
for  liberation  in  the  year  1968,

Li  Elica  "EN
By:  Samwili  Chabwela

When  I  was  in  Mozambique  under  the  domination  of  the
Portuguese  colonialists,  I  did  not  understand  anything  about

politics.  The  Portuguese  fasciststell  our  people  that  we  are
"Portguese,  and  due  to  the  lack  of  political  education,  some
of  us  are  deceived  by  the  colonialist  manoeuvres  and  try  to
behave  like  "Portuguese";  to  become  civilised",  which  which
means,  in  Portuguese  propoganda,  to  eat  with  the  knife  and
fork,  to  have  the  same  kind  of  furniture  in  our  houses,  to
wear  ties,  polished  shoes,  etc.  Some  of  us  are  caught  by
these  manoeuvres  and  even  dispise  our  traditional  culture.

The  lack  of  political  education  is  responsible  also
for  the  passiveness  of  our  people  in  the  face  of  colonialist
exploitation  and  oppression.  I  remember  when  I  was  working
in  a  certain  Public  Office,  I  was  entrusted  with  writing
down  the  salary  sheets  for  every  worker.  ly  boss,  (a  |
Portuguese,  of  course,)  told  me  to  write  down  300%  (60/-)
as  the  salary  of  each  worker,  However,  after  receiving
the  money  from  the  Treasury,  he  paid  us  only  150%  (30/=)e
Every  six  months  he  would  buy  each  of  us  a  pair  of  shorts
and  a  shirt  in  cheap  material  to  account  for  the  balance  of
Our  wages

One  day  I  asked  him  why  he  did  not  pay  us  the  the  full
amount  we  were  entitled  to,  and  what  was  done  with  the
difference?  Illy  hoss  looked  at  me  angrily  and  said:  "Why  do
you  ask  that?  What  does  it  have  to  do  with  you?  Do  you
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want  the  workers  to  revolt  as  is  happening  in  Rodesia  7  Bo
careful,  if  you  zo  on  asking  such  questions,  I'll  denounce  you
as  a  subversive  md  I'll  have  you  arrested.’

And  me,  this  poor  black  boy,  from  fear  of  being  arrested,
from  fear  of  losing  the  miserable  salary  I  was  receiving,  1
shut  my  mouth,

But  that  was  before  the  Revolution.  Today  I  don't  fear
anything,  Today  my  eyes  are  opens.  Thanks  to  the  political
education  I  received,  I  am  able  to  define  and  characterise
exactly  the  exploitation  I  was  subjected  to  and  to  fight  for
its  end,

Today  I  am  ready  to  sacrifice  myself  until  the  last  drop
of  my  blood  to  save  my  people  from  the  slavery  to  which  we
have  been  subjected  for  centuries.

LONG  LIVE  FRELIII
LONG  LIVE  THE  IOZAIIBICAN  PEOPLE

INDEP  'NDENCE  OR  DEATH
WE  SHALLWINY

(essa  ge

Nguyen  Huu  Tho  |
President  of  the  National  Liberation

Front  of  South  Vietnam.

Dear  Comrade,

On  this  day,  the  anniversary  of  the  foundation  of  the
National  Liberation  Front,  we,  the  Mozambican  People,  we
FRELINO,  wish  to  convey  to  the  South  Vietnamese  people  and  to
all  their  fighters,  our  fraternal  and  heartfelt  greetings.

The  victories  won  by  your  people  in  the  struggle  against
American  imperialist  aggression  constitute,  we  are  certain,
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the  most  important  development  in  the  general  struggle  of  the
people  against  inperialism,  in  this  year  1967.  They  show  the
revolutionary  level  reached  by  the  people's  war  in  your  country
and  constitute  an  immense  contribution  to  the  general  struggle
for  the  liberation  of  mankind,

The  advanced  level  of  the  armed  struggle  which  you  are
leading  and  the  different  forms  it  takes,  according  to  the
place,  the  circumstances  and  the  time,  your  activities  in  the
liberated  zones  where  the  peoples!  initiative  is  widely
gaining  ground,  the  total  participation  of  the  Vietnamese
people  wherever  they  are,  in  the  liberation  strucgle:  all
this  is  an  expression  of  the  advanced  level  of  your  struggle
for  liberation,  and  constitutes  ao  rich  experience  and  a  source
of  inspiration  for  those,  who,  like  ourselves,  are  fighting

‘with  guns  in  their  hands,  ageinst  the  colonialist  and  imperi-
alist  enemy.

The  fact  that  we  are  also  engaged  in  a  popular  armed
struggle  allows  us  to  evaluate  the  real  historic  dimension  of
your  struggle.  We  are  fighting  cgainst  Poruguese  colonialism
but  the  Portuguese  are  not  aloneg  they  are  supported  by  the
imperialist  powers  of  NATO  and  particularly  by  the  U.Se.h.,
West  Germany,  Grect  Britain,  France,  Belgium,  Italy...

The  struggles  we  are  engaged  in,  you  and  us,  are
therefore  different  aspects  of  the  same  combat,  that  of  the
mass  of  the  people,  and  particularly  the  people  of  Africa,
Asia,  and  Latin  America,  against  the  same  enemy  ~  colonialism
end  imperialism,

Together,  united  in  this  struggle,  our  people  and  our
organisations  will,  we  are  certain,  win.

Dear  Comrade,

It  is  with  gre=t  joy  that,  on  the  occasion  of  the  Tth
anniversary  of  the  foundation  of  the  NLF,  we  salure  your
new  political  programme,  which  the  last  Extraordinary
Congress  of  the  NLF  has  approved,  and  which  is  a  powerful
revolutionary  document  of  great  histecrical  importance.

We  are  certain  that  you,  the  ILF,  the  organiser  and
leader  of  the  people  of  South  Vietnam  will  continue  to  achieve
outstanding  victories  and  that  finally,  the  whole  people  of
Vietnam,  from  the  South  to  the  North,  will  definitely  crush
American  imperialism  and  will  live  free  onthe  scil  of  your
countrys.
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fay  our  people  and  our  organisation,  united  in  this
combat  against  colonialism  and  imperialism,  follow  to  the
end  together  with  the  people  of  the  whole  world,  this  march
towards  the  finel  liberation  of  man.

LCNG  LIV:  TH  NLP
LONG  LIVE  THER  RZVOLUTIONARY  SOLIDARITY
BETWEEN  OUR  PIOPLE  AND  OUR  ORGANISATIONS,

20  Dec.  1907

ement
In  accordance  with  tke  decisions  of  the  Conference  of  New

Delhi  we  observe  today
of  the  Arab  People’,

a  "Day  of  Solidarity  with  the  Struggle

The  Arab  Pcoples,  struggling  ageinst  imperialism,  reacti-
onism  and  Zionism,  are  the  natural  and  necessary  allies  of  the
Mozambican  People  as  they  struggle  against  Portuguese  coloni=-
alism  and  imperialism.  We:are  aware  that  the  same  forces
in  which  the  aggression  of  the  Fifth  of  June  originate  are
also  to  be  found  behind  Portuguese  aggression  against  our
country.  The  progressive  forces  of  the  Arab  states,  in
particular  the  Governments  and  parties  of  the  United  Arab
Republic,  Syrie  and  Algeria  have  all  along  firmly  supported
our  struggle,  our  Party;  and  have  many  times  expressed  in
concrete  terms  their  solidarity  with  us,

It  is  not  by  chance  that  the  reactionary  forces  of
Israel  are  determined  to  destroy  the  progressive  regimes
of  Syria  and  the  UAR,  for  these  regimes  which  sink  thelr
roots  in  the  Popular  forces  effectively  threaten  the  sordid
interests  of  impericlism  and  reactionism  represented  by
Israel,  The  developments  in  the  situation  of  the  Yemen,
where  feudal  forces  are  resuming  their  assault  on  the
Republic,  confirm  ~ur  analysis.  The  liozambican  People,
FRELIMO,  harbour  no  hatred  against  any  religious  or  ethnic
persuassion.  We  even  proclaim  our  solidarity  with  the
Jewish  victims  of  Nazism  and  racial  hatred.  We  proclain
our  admiration  for  the  heroic  resistants  of  the  Warsaw  Ghetto.
This,  however,  does  not  allow  us  to  compare  the  usurpation  of
Palestine  with  the  ovens  of  Auschwitz;  in  the  same  way  as
our  solidarity  with  the  Portuguese  People  struggling  against
fascism  does  not  prevent  us  from  fighting  Portuguese  colonialsim.

On  the  occasion  of  the  "25th  January"  the  Central  Committee
of  FPRELIMO  reaffirms  the  complete  solidarity  of  the  Mozambican
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people  with  the  arab  people,  with  the  progressive  arab  forces,
for  the  liberation  of  Palestine,  against  Imperialism,  racism,
reactionism  and  zionism.

LONG  LIVE  THE  PEOPLE'S  LIBERATION  STRUGGLE  !

DOWIT  WITH  IMPERIALISH,  COLONIALISIT  AND  ZIONISHM!

Tor  the  Central  Committee  Ce
Uria  Simango

FRELIMO  Vice-President

THE  AFRICAN  LIBERATICN  COMUITTEER-..  ——  TER  A  NPA  TYE  A  YE  WP  WE  WME

From  the  10th-l156th  January  the  African  Liberation  Com-
mittee  of  the  OAU  met  in  Conakry.

The  Guinean  President,  Sekou  Toure,  at  the  opening
session  appealed  for  the  strenghtening  of  the  African  united
front  against  imperialism,  especially  against  imperialist
aggression  in  Southern  Africa.

The  Secretary-General  of  the  OAU,  Diallo  '"elli,  said
that  the  struggle  against  imperialism  in  Southern  Africa  is
the  main  problem  on  our  Continent.  le  stressed  the  important
victories  won  in  Mozambique  and  Guine  (Bissau)  in  the  strug-
gleagainst  Portuguese  colonialism,  and  pointed  out  that  the
successes  are  due,  amongst  other  reasons,  to  the  fact  that
IRELIIO  and  the  PAIGC  knew  how  to  gather  the  people  into  a
single  united  front.

FRELTMO  was  represented  at  the  Conference  by  the  Presi-
dent,  comrade  I'ondlane,  who  explained  the  present  situation
in  Mozambique,  what  the  successes  of  the  ‘ozambican  people
led  by  FRELIIO  were  in  the  military  field  as  well  in  the
field  of  national  reconstruction.  Comrade  llondlane  also  told
the  Committee  of  our  needs  and  difficulties  encountered  in
the  development  of  the  struggle.

The  implementation  of  the  decisions  taken  at  this
Conference  will  help  to  reinforce  the  struggle  of  the  Afri-
can  people  against  colonialism  and  imperialism,  and  will
encourage  all  the  people  engaged  in  the  struggle  for  the
dignity  and  honour  of  Africa.
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SELF  PITY...  Who  is  to  blame  2

THE  SUNDAY  TRIBUNE.  DECEMBER  31.  1967

‘Lucky’  M:uge  \y  ANMUCLco0
came  out  ali

INIAMPULA  is  the  receiving  hospital  for  all  the  northern  front.  Here  come
|  the  sick,  the  fevered,  the  shocked,  the  gravely  wounded.  And  many  of
the  wounds  are  grave  indeed.
.  The  terrorists  —  and,  more:  came  upon  a  small,  deserted  vil-  {lowed  day,  and  day  night,  who

|  especially,  their  Red  masters  lage.  All  was  silent.  But  it  war  i  would  reach  en  first:  Be
in  Peking  —  would  be  well  clear  that  it  was  not  long  since  |  rorists  ..  .  OT  thelr  own  peop
‘pleased  with  their  bloody  |  PeoD:e  had  heen  there.  So  they,  And  all  through  that  tims
handiwork,  if  they  could  visit  went  in,  seeking  terror  1318.  ‘Manuel,  with  his  terrible  wounds,
‘here  |,  It  was  Manuel  who  opened  the  |  54  fully  conscious.  He  was  stilf‘door  that  triggered  off  the  boo-i.onseioys  when  the  first-aid  tear:

Take,  for  instance,  the  story  by  trap.  One  officer  died, 0-1  got  to  him,  to  tell  him,  “You're
1  Combat  soldier  Manuel  Carva  sningy.  all  right  now.  We're  here.  We're
oo  ours  2  ey  cing  fe  on  They  were  so  far  advanced,  so  |  taking  you  back...”  i.medieval  pa  ar  1  thei  arters  in;  This  sort  of  story  will  be  vers
‘as  the  medieval  painters  delight  |  137  from  their  headquarter  ry:  ;  =e  i  Mueda,  that  it  took  the  other  familiar  indeed  to  thousands  cof
&d  to  give  the  young  Christ.  [g0ont  patrols  52  hours  to  get|South  Africans  who  fought  in  the

Manuel  is,  in  some  respects,  tpn  |  1939-45  war.  But  it  is  not  a  story
.  lucky.  He  is,  at  least,  alive,  But!,  :  All  that  time  they  lay  there,  of  193945,  It  is  a  story  of  De
luck,  of  course,  is  a  relative  |;  "oir  bloody  agony,  in  that!  cember,  1967.  It  is  the  story  of
|  thing.  Many  would  consider  RIM  terrible”  sun,  lips  swollen,  flies  the  Unknown  War,  the  story  of
.  very  unlucky  indeed.  |  ‘hanging  thick  im  the  air  about,  the  war  that  is  being  fought  eut
i  Three  weeks  ago  he  was  Par-  {pom  wondering,  as  night  fol-'  in  Northern  Mozambique.|  tially  disembowelled  by  a  well-.  ht  esd  Ae  ie  es  SSE  oo
i  placed  hoohy  trap.

|  He  will  recover.  But  life  wil’
‘never  be  quite  the  same  for

This  is  the  kind  of  articles  which:  Manuel.§  .HOME  now  frequently  appear  in  the  South
a  Pad  OSE  ne  African  newspapers.  Through  them,early  life  to  indicate  that  he  :  :  4  ee

|  would  end  up,  fighting  in  this  South  Africa  intends  to  raise  sup
strange,  faraway  war  in  Africa.  port  from  its  white  settlers  forourteen  months  ago,  Manuel.  1  i  ightin
was  called  up  for  National  Ser-:  the  Portuguese  soldiers  fig  ne
vice.  And  so  began  his  long  against  FRELIMO  in  Mozambique.

i  Journey  to  the  Rovuma  River,  to  |
i  the  long,  wavering  battle  line.  However,  on  the  other  hand,  those
rare  Sure  is  |  articles  show  how  deeply  our  strug-
‘Peking  in  Africa  .  .  .  to  a  war  gle  is  affecting  the  morale  of  the
ICE  the  sOrcushese  seldom  see  racist  minorities  in  Southerni  their  enemy,  but  are  in  cease-:  .  ;  .
less  danger  from  their  ugly,  hid-  Africa.  They  are  worried  with  our{  den  weapons.  victories.  They  have  resorted  to
;  It  was  three  weeks  ago  that!  $4i  Manuel's  world  exploded  about:  self-pity.
{  htm.  Out  on  forest  patrol,  his!
unit,  two  officers,  three  men,  |
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